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Theory: Sustainable Architecture
Facility: HillCrest Country Club
Context: Vernon, Texas
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The main goal of this project is to create a functional clubhouse that benefits from
energy efficient design and sustainability, while at the same time, is aesthetically pleasing and
complimentary to the natural environment. Sustainability is defmed in many different ways,
but in this program it is best defined as development that "meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."(United
Nations World Commission On Environment and Development: The Brundtland Commission, Our
Common Future, 1987)

Therefore, in order to meet the client's needs the building must address the following
.
Issues:
1. Profitability and Financial Stability
2. Sustainability and Energy Efficiency
3. Complimentary of the natural environment as expressed in the course
landscaping
4. Low Impact Technology
5. Appropriate aesthetic articulation and contribution to the existing place

Chapter II is the pre-design phase of the HillCrest Country Club facility program. This chapter
will discuss broad based issues in order to learn the basics and general information regarding the
architectural design problem. The chapter is composed of five sections including an architectural
epistemology, case studies and architectural precedents, context and site, client profile and project goals,
and a preliminary facility program.
The epistemology consists of a history of the golf clubhouse facility type and activities. It
provides insight into the beginnings of the game of golf and how the clubhouse evolved into what it is
today. This chapter then leads the designer into the case studies section of the program.
The case studies, section three, examines existing golf course clubhouses. These particular
clubhouses are chosen for special characteristics that the designer feels are important to the evolution of
the design and are discussed in the beginning of that section.
Section four reviews the context of the area and the chosen site for the project. This section gives
an overview of the region climatically, architecturally, and psychologically. It also discusses why the
particular site was chosen and documents the site in graphic studies and photographs.
Section five explains the client profile and project goals. This section describes why the club is
needed and how the client is related to the specific project. It also starts to define the goals of the clients
and what is expected in order to fulfill their needs and make this a successful project.
The last section is the preliminary facility program. After studying all of the preceding sections
the information starts to establish architectural spaces, needs, and spatial quantities and qualities of the
clubhouse.
By completing the pre-design chapter of the program the designer can now begin to organize the
data and delve deeper into the specifics of the architectural design.

ri

History of the Golf Course Clubhouse

The game of golf has been traced as far back as the mid-1400's in Scotland, although the actual
origins of the game are unknown. The real explosion of golf came about in 1502, when the marriage of
King James IV of Scotland and the daughter of the English King, Henry VII, consecrated the peace treaty of
England and Scotland.I Until this date all sports in Scotland were banned due to the interests of military
training. Sports were thought of as a waste of time when men could instead be practicing archery and the
skills of war. 2 With peace came more time for recreation, and golf became one of the favorite sports of
Figure 2.1
Early Scottish Golfers

kings and noble men and it spread throughout the area.(Fig. 2.1)
The first formal Golf Club was formed in 1744 by the Company of Gentlemen Golfers (now the
Honourable Company of Edinburg Golfers) in Edinburg, Scotland. Then ten years later in 1754 the famous ,
3

Royal and Ancient Golf Club of S1. Andrews (also known as the cradle of golf) was formed. (Fig.2.2) The
club was so renowned that over 100 years later in 1888 when the first permanent golf club was founded in
the United States it was given the same name as its Scottish counterpart and became the second S1. Andrews
GolfClub. 4
Although club memberships were beginning to develop, the formation of a clubhouse was still being
5

overlooked. In fact, prior to 1835 the clubs were without any local habitation of their own. Occasional
meetings were held at member's houses and the local tavern or abandoned bams or farmhouses located on
the course. As the popularity of the game grew so did the memberships, and the need for clubhouses were
finally realized.

The first clubhouses were simply shelters for the storage of the member's golf clubs and maybe a workroom for
the craftsman to make and repair golf equipment. As the game grew however, the clubs became institutions of the
wealthy. The courses became very formal and most often private or secluded. The clubhouses in turn became huge
mansions and many operated as hotel resorts for people traveling from the city or for vacation. The clubhouses were a
thriving social headquarters, with dining rooms, ballrooms, restaurants, and lounges.

6

While the golf clubs of yesteryear catered to the upper-class, today's clubs offer a more diverse field of income
levels. While modern clubhouses still obtain most of the same facilities as the older affluent clubs, the mind-set is more
on recreation than a social indicator. The clubs oftoday provide healthy and enjoyable recreation and are an asset to
many communities throughout the world. The clubs offer beautiful scenery, create jobs, raise surrounding property
values, and create a sense of pride in its members.(ex. Fig. 2.3)

Browning, Robert. A History of Golf: The Royal and Ancient Game. New York: E.P. Dutton &
Company. Inc., 1939. p. 2
2 Browning p. 2-3
3 Browning p. 36-39
4 Browning p. 11 7
5 Wendenhack, Charles C. Golf and Country Clubs. McGraw Hill Publishing Company.
Princeton, New Jersey. 1929. p. 47 .
6 Wendenhack p. 67
1

Figure 2.3
Lodge at Pebble Beach

The case studies are intended to give the designer ideas on how the facility type was designed before.
Different issues are present in every design and like people no two are exactly alike. In each of the following
case studies certain characteristics were found that had an important relationship with the current project.
In the first case study, To bu Golf Club, the relationship that deserved some attention was the buildings
relationship to nature. The golf club was designed to look like a "hummock of soil" blending in with the
topography. Also the use of air, water, and light was important in giving the user the feeling of the natural
environment
The second case study is done on Blackwood Golf Centre in north Ireland. This building was chosen as a
case study because its top priority was given to the function of the building rather than to its relation to the site or
traditional setup. The plan is actually setup based on the golfer's looping path from the first tee to the last. This
was found to be interesting because of the strong importance that function held with the clients of the current
project.
The next case study is of Baharu Johor Golf Club in Malaysia. This club was interesting because of its
strong relation to its context. The building actually took on the form of the industrial area in which it exists. It
also portrays the changing technology in the game itself and becomes a symbol. This building actually
dominates its natural surroundings, but still engages the context of the area.
The last case study is Hillcrest Country Club, located in Lubbock, TX . This clubhouse was chosen
because of its scale and because of its location in the West Texas area. This club house is synonymous with the
club layout in this area and provides the designer with what a typical clubhouse in the region values in building
space and organization.
These case studies generate ideas and prove how some things work while others do not. They also show
how the same facility type can take on so many different meanings and styles. All in all though, they are
beneficial to the final design outcome.

Project Data
Location: Yubari-gun, Hokkaido, Japan
Architects: Masayuki Kurokawa Architect & Associates.
Collaborators: Sasaki Structural Consultants and Nishida
Engineering Equipment, Kankyo Engineering,
, . ,.
Matsushita Electrical Works
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Date of Construction: July, 1993
Source: Arsenio Cerver, Francisco. New
Projects: Architecture. Atrium
International, Barcelona, Spain. 2000.
P. 106-110.
Project Documentation
The users of this facility are the people
ofth,e Hokkaido region of Japan.The
facility includes spaces for activities
such as dining, swimming, contemplation,
spectating, and social gathering.
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Project Analysis
The main theory behind the golf club was to create a building that blended in with its natural surroundings.

Issues discussed by the Architect:
In Kurokawa's discussion of the club he states, "I wanted to design a building that looked like a hummock of soil, with the roof
the same color, like baked clay, gently resting on the rolling green golf course." The architect went on to say that the club should
be unobtrusive like the single family housing of the region, surrounded by beautiful landscape. He goes on to say that the club
should become like a house, a house for golfers. According to the architect the "clubs relationship with its surroundings is all
important: the building seems to lose itself in the natural environment." The architect states that the annex and the main building
are the key elements, yet on the interior there are many" isolated details which add nuances and are vital in giving the building
personality." Overall the architect believes the club is designed to reduce the building's impact on the landscape, and to remove
the usual barrier between inside and outside.

Site Plan
Figure 2.6

Section
Figure 2.8
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- Ground-floor
Figure 2.9

Tobu Golf Club Drawings

Section
Figure 2.10

Basement
Figure 2.11

Public Spaces
Circulation

Issues discussed by the author/critic:
The author of the material agrees that the main concern of the building was its integration with nature. The
author states that the building not only adapts to the topography of the surrounding countryside, but also gives it
the same feeling that comes from these natural spaces. Therefore, the author believes that perhaps the most
outstanding feature of the building is the way water, light, and air are handled rather than the actual design.
The essential attributes of the facility type include a dining area, pool, patio, offices, pro-shop, viewing area,
and locker room facilities.
Reflecting Pool
Figure 2.13

Basement View
Figure 2.12

Location: Bangor, Northern Ireland
Architects: 0 'Donnel and Tuomey
Date of Construction: December,
1995
Source: Ryan, Raymund. Arcadian
Greens. Architectural Review. 1995.
Dec. Y.198 p. 75-77.

The issues given top
priority in this design is the
function of the building,
rather than the relation to the
site or traditional setup of the
spaces. It is a colorful well
planned building, located in
Northern Ireland.
The context is the
nineteenth-century estate of
Clandeboye. Clandeboye,
near Belfast, is growing
rapidly for the area. The
immediate site is a new public
golf course rising gently to

the south.

Project Documentation
The users of this facility are the people of
Clandeboye, near Belfast in Northern Ireland.
The activities associated with this facility are
dining, spectating, practicing golf, buying
products, business meetings, and
celebrations.

a entrance/porch
b reception
c bar
d function room
I office
f changing rooms
g officI/security
h service yard
i courtyard
j driving range
k bridgl to first tee
I covered terrace
m restaurant
n ~itchen
a service area
p plant room
q store
r service tunnel

Inset viewing and dining table
Figure 2.21

Project Analysis

The architects main issues were to articulate all the segments of the program.
Instead of putting the fancy spaces (dining room, nineteenth hole )in the foreground like
traditional clubs, the entrance leads to a reception area that looks out over the driving
range.(Fig. 2.21) O' Donnell and Tuomey ~ s building is like a pavilion village with its
many spaces .. It is based on the golfer's looping path from the first tee to the last.

The author states that this design is a
bold statement. In these islands, and most other
places, golfers appear to prefer the past and
find comfort in regularity. The Blackwood Golf
Centre upsets that. "First and foremost, one
sees red. Blackwood separates as a
concatenation of tiny buildings, cubic pavilions
of Pompeian render, cedar sheeting, and ternecoated steel." To enter you travel from the
parking, which is broken up with walls and
foliage to soften its affect, and travel down a
gravel route and enter into a narrow reception
area that is the ceiling for the driving range
beneath you.(Fig. 2.22) Here you can take a
seat and view the balls as they missile out from
Entrance Lobby
Figure 2.22
"From west to east the progression of fonns is as follows.(Fig. 2.23)
First, a tall double-storey veranda containing bar and restaurant, in effect the
headpiece looking toward the eighteenth green. Second the extruded chamfered
hall, with isolated viewing booths resembling cave like oriels punching on to the
terrace. Against that, the monopitch originally intended for fee collection, but
now a VIP room. Next, an introverted cedar cabin for showers and changing
with clerestory lighting along its perimeter. Finally, the lone booth of the
professionals' shop and security office." Raymund Ryan (Author)

Project Data
Location: Baharu J ohor Malaysia

Client: The industrial neighborhood of Pasir Gudang
Architect: Akitek Tenggara
Date of Construction: September, 1994
Source: MacDonald, Effie C. Whole in One.
Architectural Review. 1994. Sept. V. 194 . P. 42-45

Entrance from Highway
Figure 2.24

Project Documentation
The users of this facility are the
people of the surrounding areas
who partake in the following
activities. The activities
associated with facility are dining,
spectating, swimming, lounging,
karaoke, tennis, working out,
getting hair cut, or shopping for
golf accessories.

A. Drop-off-point
B . Entrance atrium
C. VIP Parking

D. Golfer's patio
E. Karaoke Lounge
F. Viewing gallery
G. Poolside bar
H. Swimming pool
J. Office
K. Squash courts
L. Service block
M. Golfer's lounge
N. Spine gallery

O. Chinese restaurant
P. Tennis courts
Q. Male changing
R. Shower area
S. Jacuzzi
T. Health bar
U.Gym
V. Prayer room
W. Female changing
X. Hair salon
Y. Pro shop
Z. Golf-bag store
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A. Drop-off-point
B. Entrance atrium
C. VIP Parking
D. Golfer's patio
E. Karaoke Lounge
F. Viewing gallery
G. Poolside bar
H. Swimming pool
J. Office
K. Squash courts
L. Service block
M. Golfer's lounge
N. Spine gallery

O. Chinese restaurant
P. Tennis courts
Q. Male changing
R. Shower area
S. Jacuzzi
T. Health bar
U.Gym
V Prayer room
W. Female changing
X. Hair salon
Y Pro shop
Z. Golf-bag store

Project Analysis

The issues discussed by the architect are that the design has "broken with the pompous formalism
of more traditional golf clubs and established a new precedent, based on fragmented informality
and spatial dynamism." Throughout the design a central circular ramp is used as an organizing
device, connecting the horizontal and vertical spaces. The ramp is intersected by a linear structure
that slices through the entire composition to forge a dramatic connection between the clubhouse
and surrounding landscape.

The issues discussed by the author that the design by Akitek Tengarra, "is a bold subversion of
conventional precedent." He also states that it is a shift away from the
familiar colon i a lim age r y employed by most clubs. He says that instead the club
reflects the industrial nature of the surroundings and the increasing technological sophistication of
the game itself. The building sits amid the undulating greens and fairways and appears as a
"surreal cacophony of of colliding planes, angles and drums, like some strange, deconstructing
SCUlpture. The author also states that the building intentionally dominates its surroundings. He
says that it the clubhouse acts as a marker beacon, and that this strong visual relationship between
the clubhouse and course is a critical determinant in the internal arrangement of spaces.

Context Analysis

Golf is extremely popular as a pastime in Southeast Asia, but the land values have limited the number
of clubs on Singapore Island. This predicament has given rise to the development of this course in
Johor Baharu, the southern most city of peninsular Malaysia. The project was comissioned by a
Japanese development company and is located in the industrial area of Pasir Gudang.

Hillcrest Country club is located in
northern Lubbock Texas on Boston Avenue,
just two blocks off of University Avenue.
Hillcrest is a private golf comse cmrentl
undergoing renovations. The 18 hole comse is
laid out directly behind the subtle clubhouse.
The clubhouse itself is a stud wall, brick
construction with a portico leading to the main
entrance from the parking lot. The style of the
clubhouse is synonymous with the area with
the brick veneer and the composition style
gabled roof. These characteristics give the
club a kind of residential feel. (author
examination)

TEXAS
TECH
~ IVERSITY

Hillcrest Country Club Location

Figme 2.36

1. Reception/sitting
2. Restrooms
3. Restaurant
4. Bar Area
5. Ballroom
6. Men 's 19th Hole
7. Women 's 19th Hole
8. Men 's Locker Room
9. Women 's Locker Room
10. Shower Area
11 . Office
12. Office

13 . Kitchen
14. Storage
15 . Foyer
16. Storage
17. Management
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Figure 2.37
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Site Location:
Vernon, Texas is a town that consists of approximately 13,000
people. It lies in the north central area of Texas halfway between
Abilene and the Fort WorthlDallas area.(Fig. 2.38)
The proposed site chosen for this project lies in the northwest
corner of Vernon in the Pease River Valley, where the existing
facility is located. The site was chosen because of its hierarchal
hilltop position and its views into the course below. The site also
works well with the existing golf holes layout, with holes one and
nine within easy walking distance from the clubhouse and parking
area.
The building site is relatively flat with steep slopes that lead
to the course below. The site also consists of many adult oak and
cottonwood trees, some of which create the grand tree-lined entry
into the course.

Transportation Infrastructure:
Vernon falls at the crossroads ofV.S. Highways 287,183/283,
and 70. The clubhouse site falls at the intersection of V.S. Highway
287 and 70, which provides easy access for the courses out of town
golfers from neighboring communities.(Crowell, Electra, Wichita
Falls, Quanah, etc.)(Fig. 2.39) Vernon is also home to the Wilbarger
County Airport, a major rail line, four motor freight lines, and two
bus lines.
Utilities:
All utility services such as water, electricity, phone lines,
sewage, and natural gas are already available at the existing site.
The water is provided by two wells on the property, while the
electric provider is West Texas Utilities. The phone service is
provided by South Western Bell and the sewer type is activated
sludge. Natural gas lines are also available on the site courtesy of
Lone Star Gas.
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Figure 2.40
Climatic Factors:
Vernon has an average of 300 days of
sunshine each year, with 221 days in the natural
growing season. This in turn fuels its greatest
economic factor; agriculture. The average high/low
temperature is 95170 degrees Fahrenheit for July
and 54/30 degrees Fahrenheit for January. The
average rainfall is 25 .5 inches The weather is
therefore hot in the summer and mild to cold in the
winter. The humidity is moderate to dry which
helps keep you a little more comfortable in the
summer months, and the winter months are usually
dry as well.
Vegetation in the area includes numerous
large cottonwood, oak, and mesquite trees . There is
also many wild grassland areas.

Regional Influences :
The first settlers in Wilbarger County were the Doan family, who came
to the area in 1878. They settled on the Red River north of Vernon near a spot
where the Western Trail of the famous Chisolm Trail crossed the river going
north to cattle markets in Kansas. Millions of cattle were driven out of Texas to
northern markets over this route - many of them coming from the huge 525 ,000
acre Waggoner Ranch, just ten miles east of Vernon.
Judge 1. Doan and c.F. Doan established a trading post at the site of the
river crossing and the old building still remains as the oldest structure in the
county.
In 1879 a mail line was established from Wichita Falls to points north
through Doans. Shortly after the Doans settled in the north part of the county, a
trading post was located at Condon Springs, which is now the site of the
Hi1crest Country Club, and a community was established there known as Eagle
Flat, in recognition to the many eagles nesting in the area. The name was
changed by U.S. Postal Authorities to Vernon, and the original townsite was laid
out in 1880. The city was incorporated in an election on Apli l 3, 1889 .(Vernon
Texas Chamber of Commerce)

Client Profile:
Many people will benefit from the new clubhouse at Hillcrest
Country Club. The present members are making due with a
conglomerate of thirty to forty year old add-ons to an already
displeasing clubhouse.
The primary clients for this facility is the standing board
members of Hillcrest Country Club. The acting president of the
board is Nick Hutchins. The members want to start anew taking
advantage of the old site to create a more user friendly clubhouse
area to incorporate all the activities associated with the country club.
View from top of site ( north)
2.42

Client Goals:
The primary goals of the clients are as follows:
- the facility should create an aesthetic and functional
building to compliment the site and its natural setting
- the facility should create a facility that will draw new
members into the country club
- the facility should take advantage of rentable space
for meetings, parties, sporting events, etc...

Through the compilation of studies thus far,
an examination of architectural spaces can now
be assessed.

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Pro-Shop
1
public
-should be placed in high traffic
area (as per case study #1,3)
-should be easily accessible for
quick shopping

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

LobbylEntrance
1
public
-should serve as a transition area and
separator of spaces
-should incorporate a natural setting
and feel

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Dining RoomNiewing Area
1
public
-should be easily interchangeable into
a rentable ball/party room
-should take advantage of the views
of the golf course from the hill top
site

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Locker Rooms
2 (Male & Female)
gender-private
-should provide a relaxing setting
-should incorporate natural lighting
and circulation effects

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Kitchen
1
semi-private
-should serve both dining and pool
lounge areas

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

BarNiewing Area
1
public
-should allow room for a viewing
audience of tournament scale
-should maintain bar integrity by
dealing with the use of natural lighting
through viewing areas

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Pool Lounge Area
1
public
-should include an interior and
exterior building element
-Should connect to the kitchen area
-Should use materials that are water
resistant

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Golf Professional's Office
1
private
-should be placed according to
course layout for oversight of
activities
-Should be located near Pro-Shop
for club fitting and interaction

Architectural Space:
Number of Spaces:
Quality of Space:
Design Objectives:

Nineteenth Hole
1
semi-private (members only)
-should provide the feeling of
belonging as a qualitative measure
-Should be linked to bar area or in a
close proximity
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Chapter III explores different issues through schematic design. This process focuses on using
graphical investigations and organizational studies that relate to the schema of the design. This in turn
provides information that will move the project toward desired solution. This chapter is separated into
three sections including conceptual design studies, quantitative analysis, and qualitative analysis.
Section 1 explores different conceptual design studies. These studies rely on the information
gathered form the preceding chapter and test assumptions made therein. This section examines overall
concepts such as maj or views, site access, and functional space layout.
The quantitative analysis, section 2, looks at the quantities of spaces and spatial relationships of
the proposed clubhouse. The designer uses bubble diagrams and information from the preceding
sections to make several studies on what individual spaces are needed for the clubhouse and how these
spaces should be linked together.
The last section in this chapter is the qualitative analysis. This analysis deals with the needed
and desired qualities of space that have been discovered in the program thus far. These qualities have
been derived from three factors, the needs and desires of the clients, the needs and desires of the
members, and the relationship that the spaces have with the natural environment.
The schematic design chapter is very important in moving the project into its next level of
development. By exploring the information gathered in chapter II in a graphical and organizational
method, the designer can grasp the idea of the architectural problems and solutions and start to explore
them further.

One of the most important design aspects of the
country club is to integrate and relate it to the site and
context. One way to accomplish this goal is to arrange
building spaces in a way that maximizes view and
circulation while correlating with the existing course
layout.
By placing the bar and viewing gallery, as well as
the dining areas to incorporate predominant views, this in
tum increases the client use of these particular spaces by
simply adding a level of interest.
Also by placing the Pro-Shop near hole number
one and keeping it toward the front of the site, the club
pro and staff members can be more involved and keep a
watchful eye over most of the entire course.
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Site Context

Schematic Site Plan

Figure 3.2(author)

Figure 3.1(a~or)

Schematic Site Plan
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Figure 3.3(author)

Bubble diagram of a
single entry clubhouse
with an entrance/lobby
area that serves as the
path to all major areas.

Bubble Diagram
(single entry)
Figure 3.4(author)
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Bubble diagram of a
double entry clubhouse.
One entry serves as a
formal entry that leads
to the dining and bar
areas, and a golfer's
entry that leads to all
the spaces associated
with a round of golf.
The two areas are
linked together by a
common space or
mediator. ( 19th Hole)

Bubble Diagram
(split entry)
Figure 3.5(author)

.-

Bubble diagram of a
split entry clubhouse.
This circulation
method is similar to
the single entry
clubhouse except that
the entrance/lobby
does not lead to all
spaces . It is a hybrid
of the previous two
examples in that it has
a single entry but it
only separates the
two different
functions of the
building. In this
aspect it follows the
split entry idea.

Bubble Diagram (Split Entry)
Figure 3.6(author)

The quality of space is
relative to three major factors . The
needs and desires of the clients, the
needs and desires of the members,
and the relationship that the spaces
have with the natural environment.
The clients want a
functional building that
compliments the existing site.
Function is there main concern
because of the many facets of
clubhouse activity from golf to
dining to rentable spaces.(see
client goals chapter II.S)
The natural environment is
always a major issue in clubhouse
design because more often than not
the natural environment is your
only immediate context, as with
this project. Equally important is
the fact that the whole reason for
the facility is to provide shelter and
compliment the environmental
activity that is so increasingly
celebrated and appreciated.
These factors together call
for a building that is not only
functional, but that is
environmentally friendly, and
complimenting to the natural
aesthetics.
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The spaces should also be environmentally
friendly. By using simple design methods such as
cooling ventilation, and natural lighting techniques the
spaces and users will feel more attached to their natural
setting.
Fi re 3.10 Li ht Distribution(Tl s or Daylighting. 1997.)
\~oshelf
•

exterior shelf on Iy
exterior/interiashelf

Figure 3.9
Percent savings in cooling energy possible from good
natural ventilation(Moore, Fuller. 1993. Environmental
Control Systems)
, 1997)
Examples of ventilation
through the stack effect.
Also inlet and outlet
sizing can be mani pulated
for different airflow
through positive and
negative pressure.
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igure 3.14 Reinforced Stack Effect (Moore 1993)
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Chapter IV is the main body of the Facility program. This chapter is a detailed combination of the two
preceding chapters. The facility program includes seven sections which are labeled, activity analysis, spatial
quantities, spatial qualities, site design issues, architectural technologies, special architectural issues, and
preliminary cost estimate.
Section 1, activity analysis, is a written and graphical analysis os all the human activities relative to the
course clubhouse. This section identifies the space, its uses, the activity and behavior associated with the space,
hours of use, special requirements, and relationships that the spaces have with each other and the site.
Section 2, spatial quantities, spaces of the proposed clubhouse with the number of spaces and its
designated square footage. This section identifies the gross area of the building to be used in the preliminary
cost analysis.
The next section is the spatial qualities section. This section provides written and graphic explanations of
the spaces in the clubhouse relative to light, sound, view, etc... This section describes what qualities the
individual spaces should have in order to provide a proper solution to the design problem.
Section 4, site design issues, explores the functional and aesthetic site issues in response to the contextual
environment. It focuses on the relationships between these issues in a manner to explain how they will come
together to create a working project.
The architectural technologies section is just that. It is a section devoted to exploring what architectural
systems can be used to convey what the designer is trying to say. The architectural building technologies
explored in this chapter include, building form, site design, natural light and ventilation, and photo voltaic
power.
The next section deals with special architectural issues. The issues have been defined as the integration
of nature and building, satisfying the client board and members of the country club, and providing the most
functional and aesthetic design solution possible. The section then breaks these issues down and explores them
in greater detail.
The last section in this chapter, section 7, is the Preliminary Cost Estimate. This section uses the gross
square footage calculated in section 2 of this chapter as a basis for creating a preliminary building cost.
Information was taken from R.S. Means company and on average costs of country club facilities. With this
information three quartiles were developed in the low median and high cost ranges.
The facility program provides the basis for the final design solution. This chapter is a correlation of the
following two chapters and is a foundation on which the building will develop.

Pro Shop
User: Cashier, Golf Professional, and Golfers
~ity/Behavior: This space is the center of golf activity.
This space serves as the check in spot for golfer in order to set
or check a tee time and pay any dues that are required. This
space is also used to house a number of different golf supplies,
from shoes to drivers that can be inspected by the users and
purchased. During tournament days the Pro Shop also takes on
the role of the tournament management. The Pro Shop is the
starting point and ending point of the round where the score
cards are released and turned in to tally the winners.
Hours of Use: The Pro Shop stays in use from usually sun up
to sun down, depending on the weather and season. Hours will
adjust accordingly.
Special Requirements: The Pro Shop will need to be located
near the ftrst tee in order for supervision of play. It will need
counter area for small sales items and transactions as well as
golf equipment displays. The space should also be double
entry to control air temperature because of frequent user
activity.
Important Relationships: Entry/Lobby area, ftrst tee, parking,
club professional 's office, public restrooms or locker rooms

Dining RoomlBall Room
User: Hostess, Wait Staff, and Diners
Activity/Behavior: This space is for restaurant style dining
for members and their accompanied guests. People will
come to this space to eat chef prepared foods and enjoy the
serene environment. During daylight hours (9:30 P.M.
Summer) the people dining should be able to watch people
playing golf onto the green on hole's #5/14 and #9/18. The
space should also have removable table and chairs in the
center in order to provide a rentable space for parties,
banquets, weddings, etc.
Hours of Use: The dining room will serve food from
11 :00 A.M. To 10:30 P.M. The space will also be open for
rent and hours will be adjusted for user needs.
Special Requirements: The dining area should be located in
a quiet area of the clubhouse, with a view to green #5/14,
#9/18 or both. Traffic from golfers, swimmers, and tennis
players should not interfere with the dining experience.
Should have an appropriate kitchen facility to serve up to
300 people.
Important Relationships: EntrylLobby Area, Bar, Kitchen,
Holes#5/14, and #9/18, Public Restrooms
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BarNiewing Area
User: Bar Tender, Wait Staff, Members and their accompanied
Guests, Tournament Players
Activity/Behavior: This space is for members and tournament
players to sit and relax at the ful stock bar while watching players
come up hole #5/14 and #9/18 . The bar will have first come first
serve seating and bar staff will take orders and serve food from the
kitchen.
Hours of Use: The bar will be open from midday to IIP.M. on
weekdays and 1 A.M. on the weekends. The bar hours will be
adjusted if it is rented in conjunction or separate from the dining
area.
Special Requirements: The bar area will need extra seating for
viewing the golfers as they fini sh their round on hole #9/18 .
Stacked seating would allow for double the seated viewing capacity
and should be implemented in the bar. The glass curtain wall that is
in the bar should be tinted lowe glass for
thermal reasons and to add to the bar atmosphere.
Important Relationships: The bar should be located with views to
hole #'s 5/14, 9/18 or both. This will put the bar and dining room
in the same area probably sharing an adjacent wall. The bar should
also be located
public restroom facilities .

LobbylEntrance
User: All non-staff entering the clubhouse for all activities.
All though golfers may prefer to enter at the Pro Shop.
Activity/Behavior: The entrancellobby area is just that. This
space provides the formal entry in to the building where
people can easily be directed to where they are going. The
space would also be directly linked to the administration
offices for people who want to buy a membership can easily
find where they need to go. There would also be a seating
area for people who are waiting for guests to arrive for
dining and also just for a leisurely resting spot.
Hours of Use: This space will be open during regular
business hours. It would also be open with the rentable
space for entrance to the dining/ball room area.
Special Requirements: Seating, clear directions to other
spaces
Important Relationships: Link to all other spaces are off this
central element. Should be easily recognizable from
parking.
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Locker Rooms
User: Male and Female members of the
club, janitorial staff
Activity/Behavior: The locker rooms are
used for storage of members goods while
their participating in one or more of the
clubs activities, golf, swimming, tennis,
etc ... This space also houses the showers
for cleaning up after these activities and
are equipped with their own toiletries or
located by an adjoining restroom. This
space should also include a spa and sauna
for relaxation after these activities.
Hours of Use : The locker rooms would be
available during regular business hours
Special Requirements: lockers, seating for
rest and for changing, showers, handicap
accessibility, spa, sauna
Important Relationships: The locker rooms
should be located so that they are easily
accessible from the three major activities
associated with the club; golf, tennis, and
swunmmg.
Figure 4.5(author)

Nineteenth Hole
User: Club Members, bar tender,
Activity/Behavior: The nineteenth hole is a
traditional space that has been in golf
clubhouses from the beginnings of the
game. People traditionally go for a drink
after they playa round of golf and this is
the space where it happens. Not as formal
as the main bar area, this space is for
members only and contains tables for
cards and dominoes as well as perhaps a
pool table or shuffle board.
Hours of Use: The Nineteenth Hole will
be open during regular business hours.
Special Requirements: small bar, tables for
game play, private entry
Important Relationships: The Nineteenth
Hole should be located near a restroom
area. Locating the entrance through the
private locker rooms would prevent
unwanted guests.

Golf Professional's Office
User: The golf professional
Activity/Behavior: This space is where
the golf professional does his or her
paper work part of the job. Whether it
be keeping up with the course work
schedule, putting tournaments together,
taking appointments for lessons, or
talking with potential out of town
players about the course.
Hours of Use: The Golf Professional's
Office will normally be open during
regular business hours although they
should have access to an outside door
for working late.
Special Requirements: desk, filing
cabinet, outside door
Important Relationships: This space
should be located near if not directly off
the clubhouse Pro Shop.

Figure 4.6(author)
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Pool Lounge Area
User: Members of the Club and their
accompanied guests. Children of the members
Activity/Behavior: The pool lounge area will be
used by people who are resting and relaxing by
the pool, watching their children swim, getting
out of the sun, or taking a breather from
swimming laps. The lounge area may also be
rented as a gathering place to eat or meet,
during swimming activities or birthday parties .
Hours orUse: The pool will open with the rest
of the facility but will close at dusk. The pool
will close during the winter months of the year.
Special Requirements: The pool lounge area
should be constructed of water resistant
materials, with glass facing the pool area for
spectators and parents to watch the swimming
activities. The pool should be placed to catch
most of the entire days sun without any
blockage from the building. Lounge chairs.
Important Relationships: The pool should have
quick access to the locker rooms, and restrooms,
and preferably a kitchen for food service

Figure 4.8(author)

Snack Bar
User : Clerk, Players making the turn on
the golf course, tennis players, swimmers,
etc .. . Anyone who wants a quick snack
without the restaurant experience.
Activity/Behavior: The snack bar area is a
space for grabbing a quick snack or drink
while playing golf, or other activity while
at the clubhouse. Many courses allow
players a place to grab a quick meal in the
transition from the front nine to the back
nine holes.
Hours orUse: The snack bar would be
open during regular business hours during
the busy season of spring and summer.
Special Requirements: kitchen, tables and
chairs, serving counter
Important Relationships: The snack bar
should be easily accessible when
traveling from hole #9 to #10, Should
have a close proximity to restrooms

Administration
User: administration, prospective
members, bookkeeping and shipping
Activity/Behavior: This space is the
brain of the complex. From here new
members can be accepted and buy into
the country club. All bill collecting
from members goes through here .
Shipping and receiving are located in
this space as well, including Pro Shop
inventory for record keeping which is
another aspect of this space.
Hours orUse: The administration space
would be open from 8-5 Monday
through Friday. Unless otherwise voted
by the board of directors.
Special Requirements: office space,
phone paging system,
Important Relationships: Parking and
Lobby/Entrance for easy location by
first time visitors

Figure 4.10
(author)

I SPACE NAME
LobbylEntry
Pro Shop
Pro Shop Office
Golf Professional's Office
Dining Room/Viewing Area
Kitchen
Bar/Viewing Area
Men's Locker Room
Women's Locker Room
Pool Lounge Area
Nineteenth Hole
Administrative Offices
Viewing Area
Janitorial Space
Snack Bar
Rest Rooms
Bag Storage
I Totals
Structural/Mechanical
Circulation
[ TOTAL GROSS AREA

Separate Entities
Tennis Pavilion
Cart Storage

QUANTITY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
20
10% x 16,980 =
12% x 16,980 =

1
1

Sq. Ft. EACH SPACE

NET AREA I

900
1500
150
120
4000
750
1800
1000
1000
900
1000
120
1200
400
600
450
400

900
1500
150
120
4000
750
1800
1000
1000
900
1000
360
1200
400
600
900
400
16,980 I
+ 1,698sq.ft.
+ 2,038sg.ft.
20,716sq.ft ]

400
1440

LobbyiEntrance
Purpose: The purpose of the entrance/lobby space is to act as a transition space from the exterior of the building to the interior of the
building. The entrance/lobby is also used as the linking space for all activities throughout the building.

Users: All non-staff entering the clubhouse for all activities. Although golfers may choose to enter at the Pro Shop for convenience.
Performance Requirements: The lobby/entrance should take advantage of natural lighting through the use of sky lighting. This will
create a dramatic effect and since most walls will be connectors to other spaces this will be the best place for openings. The space should
be adequately lit for visibility of signs and symbols that lead them to their desired activity.
Sound in the entrance/lobby should be kept to a minimum, because of the administration offices that are located in the space.
Excessive noise would disrupt the work effort of these offices. The noise should also be kept to a minimum because the entrance/lobby
area serves as a sitting/waiting room for people who are not partaking in an activity or who about to.
The space should be oriented around a specific view. Whether it is a framed view of the golf course itself or a central monument
or water element. The space needs a dramatic view of some object to create the transition from where you were and now, where you are.
It should create a whole new frame of mind in the individual that expresses nature, relaxation, and belonging.
The aesthetic characteristics of the entrance/lobby area should be of an atrium type. A space that signifies entry, while creating a
beautiful, natural feeling environment.
This public space probably has the least degree of enclosure than any other space. It serves as the connector of all other spaces
and will therefore be the most open room in the entire building.
Finally, the entrancellobby should be constructed of materials that compliment the natural environment in order to help the space
coincide with its beautiful and healthy surroundings. The space should use sound absorbent materials and baffling to suppress sounds
from other spaces. The flooring should be made of a durable, easily cleanable substance due to the high traffic that the space will endure.

Administration Offices
Purpose: The purpose of the administration offices is to keep the club running like a well oiled machine. This area would include offices
for shipping/receiving, bookkeeping, memberships, and management.

Users: The users of this space would include staff to their respected office area. Members could also interact with these spaces as well as
future members for sign-up.

Performance Requirements: This space should be naturally lit as well with views, so as to maximize comfort and work ability. The space
should be sound resistant so that outside noises from the other activities do not interfere with the work going on in the offices. These
spaces should be open to the public and should be located right off the entrance/lobby area.

Pro Shop
Purpose: The purpose of the Pro Shop area is to act as the center of golf activity. The activities involved in this space are equipment
sales, scheduling of tee times, green fee collection, and tournament management, just to name a few.

Users: The users of this space include a cashier, the golf professional when not in his office, and the golfers which constitute a majority of
the users of the entire complex.
Performance Requirements: The Pro Shop should be well lit for browsing and transactions. The light should be mostly natural, with
support lighting for overcast days and late evening.
The sound levels in the Pro Shop are a big factor due to the high volumes of people interacting in the space. The space should be
enlarged to handle these amounts of people and therefore decrease the noise level. Also baffling devices and sound absorbent material
should be used.
The Pro Shop should have views to the first tee and to other parts of the golf course so that people who are waiting to tee off can
wait in the space. This will help the people know when they are due on the tee and will provide a place to pass the time while waiting.
The aesthetic characteristics of the space should be that of a combination of a store, waiting room, and checkout area all
transformed into one. The space should be relaxing with views for contemplation and function.
This public space should be very open in plan in order to keep eye on merchandise and golfers on the tee. The materials used in
the Pro Shop should be complimenting to the natural setting of the golf course.
The Pro Shop should have its own entrance from the parking lot for convenience to the golfers. The space should use natural
ventilation to cool the space when applicable because of the frequent movement of users in and out of the space. When air conditioned
the space should have a double door entrance in order to keep air from escaping due to this same problem.

Pro Shop Office
Purpose: The purpose of the Pro Shop Office is to create a space that will serve the management aspects of the Pro Shop. This space will
also be used to manage tournament play.

Users: The users of this space are the staff of the Pro Shop and the tournament directors.
Performance Requirements: This offices should be directly linked to the Pro Shop. The space should be adequately lit for office work and
should include natural lighting elements. The room should be private and sOlmd resistant for confidential meetings during tournament
play. The office should have views into the Pro Shop for merchandise reasons.

Golf Professional's Office
Purpose: The purpose of the Golf Professional's Office is to give the golf professional a place to complete his paperwork, schedule
appointments and lessons and arrange tournaments.

Users : The users of this facility would be the golf professional and possibly the Pro Shop staff.
Performance Requirements: This office should well lit for reading and writing and using a computer. The sound level will not be a
factor in this room because of the limited users that will occupy it at any given time, although outside noise should be kept to a
minimum.
The office should have views of the Pro Shop and the golf course. The aesthetic characteristics should include a design that
states authority and importance since the professional will manage most of the activities on the golf course.
The office is a private space that should have direct access to the Pro Shop and to the exterior. This will ensure that the
professional will be able to access his office after hours if needed without having to go through the Pro Shop.
Finally the materials used should again be complimentary to the natural environment that surrounds the complex.

Bag Storage Room
Purpose: The purpose of the bag storage room is to provide the user with a place to store his or her bag and golf equipment so that
they do not have to transport it back and forth to the country club.
Users: The users of this space will be the members of the country club who wish to pay an extra fee for a bag locker.
Performance Requirements: The bag storage room should be totally enclosed so as to provide the utmost security. Because it is
primarily a storage room, view, sound and aesthetic appeal have little relevance in this space.
The space should be semi-private, and located in a well lit viewed area. The room should have extra heavy security doors with
lockable lockers on the inside of the space. The space should be located near the Pro Shop and Cart Barn for the convenience of
loading and unloading bags and clubs.

iog RoomNiewing ArealBall Room
Purpose: The purpose of the Dining RoornNiewing Area is to provide the members of the country club and their invited guests with a
restaurant style dining area that doubles as a viewing area and ball room. Members can dine while watching golfers transcend the golf
course. The space also has a large central area where tables can be removed in order to create a wonderful ball room.
Users: The users of this space include the members of the country club as well as tournament players who are included a meal as part
of the entry fee. The space will also be rentable for weddings, dances, parties, etc.
Performance Requirements: This space should be predominantly naturally lit through the large viewing windows and light shelf
method. Support lighting will be needed for dining at night.
The sound level in a room such as this needs to be controlled as much as possible. The space needs to have good acoustical
effects for tournament proceedings, dance music, and live bands.
The view is one of the most important aspects of this space. The use of large glass curtain walls and stacked seating will give
the maximum view of holes #5114 and 9118. A tinted low reflective glass should be used in order to minimize glare and heat transfer
while maximizing view.
The aesthetic characteristics of the space should include hardwood floors for dancing and appearance. The space should also
incorporate materials and lighting that portray a romantic formal setting for restaurant style dining.
The space is semi-private being open only to members and accompanied guests. The space should be open plan with direct
links to the kitchen, bar, and restroom areas. This space is the largest in the complex and therefore plays a significant role in the shape
of the building.
The space should be naturally ventilated during most parts of the year with passive solar heating in the winter. Air conditioning
will only be needed during the extreme summer months.

Kitchen
Purpose: The purpose of the kitchen is to prepare food for the dining and bar areas of the complex. The kitchen
will also be used to cater to parties and golf tournaments held at the country club.
Users: The users of this facility are the chef, cooks and wait staff.
Performance Requirements: This space should be very well lit for help in the preparation of food. The sound
emitted by the workings of this room should be contained within it so as not to disturb the people in the bar and
dining area. This private space should use the methods of cooking that reflect the healthy building and surrounding
environment.

BarNiewing Area
Purpose: The purpose of the BarNiewing Area is to provide the club members and their guests with a relaxed setting so they can
socialize with one another while watching golf tournaments on big screen televisions or outside the viewing windows.

Users: The users of this space would be the members and their accompanied guests, bar tender and wait staff.
Performance Requirements: This space should be naturally lit through the large viewing windows on the north and east sides of the room.
Support lights will be needed after sunset, but reading quality lighting is not necessary on a large scale in this room. Individual table
lights can be used for the person who wishes to read in the bar as to keep the relaxed bar atmosphere in the area.
The sound level in the bar is expected to reach high levels as do most areas where alcohol is abundant. People who wish to attend
the bar/viewing area are usually aware of this so the interior noise should not be of concern. The bar should be enclosed though to keep
the noise from interrupting activities in adjacent areas of the complex.
The views from the bar/viewing area should be focused toward the north at hole #5/14 and to the east at #9/ 18. The bar/viewing
area should be brought to the edge of the hilltop sight so that the view is not compromised by the slope. This space should benefit from
the stacked seating effect which is also discussed in the dining/viewing areas.
The aesthetic characteristics of the bar should include dramatic lighting, wonderful views of the golf course and the delicate use
of natural materials in the space. This space is public to the members who are of drinking age.
This space should be linked directly to the dining area so that the wait staff can get specialty drinks from the bar for the people
dining. The bar should be in turn linked to the kitchen so that people can be served food in the bar area.

Viewing Area
Purpose: The purpose of the viewing area is to take advantage of the roof space provided for the bar and dining area which are located
facing the most spectacular views. This space would be for socializing and taking in the view while sitting at tables that sit on top of the
bar and dining areas.

Users: The users of this space range from spectators to socializers.
Performance Requirements: This space should provide some sort of shading device whether it be part of the building itself or table
umbrellas. This space should be designed so that walking across the area will not be heard in the dining and bar areas below. This space
should be aesthetically pleasing and not just an ordinary flat roof with chairs. This space should include materials that are
complimentary to the immediate surroundings.

Nineteenth Hole
Purpose: The purpose of the Nineteenth Hole is to continue a tradition that has evolved with the game of golf. This space is a
private members only area, that is all but hidden to the public. The Nineteenth Hole is a place where members can go to have a
drink and talk about there game of golf directly upon leaving the 18th green. It is like the bar but much less formal, and
transformable into what the members want it to be. This space gives some members the strongest sense of belonging to the club.

Users: Members of the country club, bar tender.
Performance Requirements: This space should be well lit with small openings or sky lights for natural lighting in order to keep it
more private. The sound qualities in this room should be of little importance, but the sound leaving the room should be brought
to a minimum in order not to disturb other activities. This space should be completely enclosed with the entry clearly marked as
member's only.

Snack Bar
Purpose: The purpose of the snack bar is to provide members and especially players on the golf course to grab something to eat
or drink while making the turn from hole nine to hole 10 to start the back nine.

Users: The users of this space include all members who wish to grab a bite to eat instead of going the dining route.
Performance Requirements: This space should be well lit and easily viewed from the turn of the golf course. This space should
be easily accessible as well for walkers and riders on the golf course. This space should be partly enclosed with interior and
exterior seating. This space is informal and is public to all members. This space should include materials that do not interrupt
the flow of nature around the building.

Locker Rooms
Purpose: The purpose of the locker rooms is to provide the members of the club a space to keep their belongings that are used in the
club activities. This space is used for showering and changing before and after club activities. These spaces are also used for
relaxation in the spa or sauna room.

Users: The users of these rooms include members of the club in their respective gender separation.
Performance Requirements: These rooms should be naturally lit and well ventilated to keep the humidity from the water elements from
making the space uncomfortable. Sound plays no major role in this space although if any it should add to the relaxed atmosphere. This
space should also be linked directly to the three main sporting activities associated with the club. These activities include golfing,
swimming, and playing tennis. Access to the entrance is also important because it most likely the first place many members will need
to go before partaking in an activity. The materials in the locker rooms should be warm in nature and water resistant due to the high
humidity and water from the showers, sauna, and spa. This space should be enclosed with the entry designated with members only.

Pool Lounge Area
Purpose: The purpose of the Pool Lounge Area is to provide a space for people to be able to interact with the pool while being indoor
and out of the sun. This space can be used by parents to watch their children, relaxation for people swimming laps, or rented for pool
parties.

Users: The users of this space are members and their accompanied guests and pool staff.
Performance ReqUirements: This space should have large view windows for watching the pool activities. This space should be
permeable to sound so that the space becomes part of the pool atmosphere. The Pool Lounge Area should be open to the pool and to
the locker rooms so that the activities may coincide easily with one another. The space should remain in constant shade in order to
provide relief for people who need it.
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Aesthetic site issues should be
taken into consideration in order to
compliment the existing environment.
The clubhouse should provoke
feelings of belonging on the site. The
use of materials is very important and
should express the site in form , color
and/or organic nature. The building \-should create a place that does not l\
over power or take away from the
'
natural beauty of the immediate
context(the golf course) This is a
particularly important aspect because
the golf course is the only visible
context from the site.

\

The functional site issues involved with
the clubhouse design include two major areas of
acknowledgment. The first being the relation of
the clubhouse with the existing golf course
layout, and the second being the sustainability
issue, discussing how the building will interact
with the surrounding natural environment.
The building in relation to the existing
golf course is important because activities such
as beginning a round, views, and therefore room
placement is dependent on the relation of hole
layout.
/
The sustainability issue is important in
function because the building should promote a
sense of health and compliment the surrounding
natural environment. Therefore the building
,/
should function accordingly in energy efficient
''--__ design or green architecture.
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The functional site issues involved with
the clubhouse design include two major areas of
acknowledgment. The first being the relation of
the clubhouse with the existing golf course
layout, and the second being the sustainability
issue, discussing how the building will interact
with the surrounding natural environment.
The building in relation to the existing
golf course is important because activities such
as beginning a round, views, and therefore room
placement is dependent on the relation of hole
layout.
The sustainability issue is important in
function because the building should promote a
sense of health and compliment the surrounding
natural environment. Therefore the building
should function accordingly in energy efficient
design or green architecture.
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Figure 4.16

Site Layout With Predominant Views(author)

Figure 4.17

East View from Site(author)

I have come to a conclusion that this clubhouse
should be constructed of materials that are environmentally
friendly, and energy efficient in order to compliment the
natural beauty and feel of the surrounding area. It should
also reflect the context and history of the area in its use of
building materials which include predominantly light wood
framing with a brick veneer. Therefore, I believe that this
building should be constructed with a material palette that
consists of light and heavy wood construction with a brick
veneer. It should also use other technologies such as
passive cooling and heating, and site arrangement to
maximize energy efficiency.
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Important technologies are held in the site design and
building layout.
Smart Landscaping
Baker, Nick. Energy and Environment in Architecture.
E&FN Spon London, 2000 (Fig. 19 & 20)
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Figure 4.18
Optimum Proportions of Plan in Different Climates
Olgyay, V, Design With Climate. Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1963 .

summer sun intercepted
by canopy
winter sun penetrates
less canopy

winter winds
overhang provides
additional shading
in summer

Figure 4.19

deflected by
coniferous winGbreak

Figure 4.20

winter sun to
penetrate (due to
lower sun angle)

Ventilation will
playa major role in the
passive cooling strategy
imposed in the building
design. This will in turn
make the building more
energy efficient and cut
down on energy costs.
Many different design
ideas have been explored
and documented for
ventilation systems.
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Supply and extract via single stock

Figure 4.21

Figure 4.24
Duct or underfloor fresh air supply
to avoid double banking
,
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Figure 4.23
Left: The Ionica
building in
Cambridge uses
large ventilator
elements
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Baker, Nick. Energy and Environment in Architecture.
E&FN Spon. London, 2000 p. 59-60

Photovoltaic power is also a good
consideration because of the
average 300 days per year that the
sun shine is unobstructed on the
site. One of the major energy
draws is from the charging of the
golf carts each day. I believe that
a photovoltaic system could
reduce the energy load required to
recharge these battery powered
vehicles as well as the rest of the
building. Figure 4.27 shows that
the feasibility of a photovoltaic
system is becoming more realistic
over time.

Figure 4.27
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Solar Panels
Incorporated into Design
www.solarex.com
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Production and Cost are moving in Opposite Directions
Typical Photovoltaic Power system
www.solarex.com

Hamakawa, Yoshiro. 1987. "Power from the sun",
Scientific American. April, pp. 86-92

The special architectural issues that this project encompasses have been defined as the integration of
nature and building, satisfying the client board and members of the country club, and providing the most
functional and aesthetic design solution possible.
In order to integrate the building and nature the design must incorporate three aspects including
energy efficient design, low impact materials, and complimentary building forms. The energy efficient
design aspects refer to ventilation techniques discussed in Chapter IlIA and Chapter IV.6. It also refers to
natural lighting techniques also discussed in Chapter IlIA which would reduce energy loads. More ideas
concerning this design aspect are also discussed in the preceding section, Chapter IY.6, exploring the
possibility of using photo voltaic cells or solar power for reducing some of the energy load throughout the
building.
By using low impact materials the building further integrates with nature, by being ecologically
responsible and environmentally friendly. These materials consist of recycled materials such as steel,
aluminum, etc. , and renewable resources such as wood, and other organic based materials. Using
materials that have a negative effect on the natural environment would be a direct contradiction to what
this building stands for and partakes in.
Finally in order to integrate the building with nature the design should take the shape of
complimentary building forms. These forms should compliment the existing site and natural surroundings
topographically, through pigmentation, and contextually. The building should become part of the site, and
portray a sense of belonging.
The next architectural issue is to satisfy the client board members and the members of the country
club simultaneously. In order to satisfy the board members, the club must be functional, and it must be
designed in order to promote the life of the club, or its money making abilities. These abilities include
golfing, dining, drinking, and renting spaces for balls and parties. The members are interested in a space
that is aesthetically pleasing, relaxing, and creates a sense of pride in their membership. These two views
of wants and needs create the last special architectural issue, providing the most functional and aesthetic
design solution possible.
By integrating these three special architectural issues; the integration of building and nature,
satisfying the client board members and members of the club, and providing the most functional and
aesthetic building possible, the design will satiate all aspects of the design problem.

According to R.S. Means the average cost per square foot for a Country Club
in the Wichita Falls area ranges from $70-$108 per square foot. According to
this information a low, median, and high quartile cost analysis have been
established and are as follows:

Low Quartile

Median Quartile

High Quartile

$1,435,000

$1,702,000

$2,238,000

Plumbing:

$95,000

$134,000

$302,000

Electrical:

$116,000

$167,000

$219,000

$251,000

$323,000

$600,000

Total Project Cost:
Subdivision Costs:

Total Mechanical
and Electrical:

The cost figures in Project Cost Data were derived from more than 10,000 projects contained
in the Means database of completed construction projects, and include the contractor's
overhead and profit and architectural fees but do not generally include land costs. The figures
have been adjusted to January of the current year.
rsmeans.com

The purpose of this project is to examine how a clubhouse
design for Vernon, Texas can create an architectural synthesis
from energy efficient design principles and the building functions
specified by the facility program. Some examples of the energy
efficient design are discussed in Chapter IV. These examples
include passive cooling strategies, energy efficient site design
strategies, and photovoltaic cells. The function is a main concern
of the clients discussed in Chapter III under Client Profile and
Project Goals. It is also examined in Section 2 and 4 of Chapter
IV in the Activity Analysis and Spatial Qualities review.

The main goal a golf course clubhouse is to provide shelter and activities
that celebrate the natural environment. This fact invariably calls for a building that
is environmentally friendly in all aspects of the design. Without this key design
factor the whole existence of the clubhouse contradicts the environment for which it
is intended. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary for the facility of a golf course
clubhouse to be designed under a green and sustainable architectural theory.
It is a scarcely known fact that buildings, not cars, are the major polluters of
the earth's natural environment. The pollution from heating and cooling buildings
alone, exceeds pollution levels emitted by automobiles, and that is just a fraction of
the pollution created in the building process. The making of many modem building
materials uses large amounts of exhaustible resources while at the same time the
processing of these resources creates enormous amounts of pollution and energy
consumption. With building being second only to agriculture as the worlds largest
industry it is to no surprise why ease of construction has undermined the
importance of environmental architecture.(Environmental Sustainable Architecture,
Michael Sykes. http://enertia.com/evvirarc.htm)
What this means from an architectural standpoint is that the basic goal of the
building is to be attractive, comfortable, affordable and harmless to the earth in its
use or manufacture. Many different steps should be taken in order to accomplish
these goals. The first step is to maximize use of renewable resources . The obvious
one of course is wood . Wood is already accepted in the built environment for its
beauty, workability, and high energy efficiency. Add renewability to the list and it
becomes quite sustainable. An interesting study showed that enough wood grows
every day just in the southern U.S. forests to build 2,000 homes.(Sykes, p.2 )
Maximizing use of renewable resources also means minimizing use of
exhaustible, energy intensive building materials. The heating and cooling of the
building should be predominantly passive and natural through the use of the sun,
earth, and ventilation. The building should also be designed for a long standing
life. This makes the building affordable, as the cost of the building is heavily
outweighed by its service life. There should also be no building threatening
dependencies from outside electric companies. The majority of energy use for the
building should be produced on site, by photovoltaic cells, wind power, etc.
By projecting these design issues into the golf course clubhouse design, a
truthful connection is made between the built and natural environment which is so
imperative in the idea behind golf. To provide a sustainable and green architecture
in this context will inevitably bond the building and its natural environment.

Figure 5.2

Major building costs(Edwards, Brian.
Green Buildin~s Pay 1998)
Green Features
Manufacturing
Process (MP)

Building
Operstlons (SO)

Waste
Mgmt. (WM)

Waste
Reduclion ( WR)

Energy
E Hiciency ( EE)

Biodegradable
(B )

Pollution
Prevention ( P2)

W ater Treatment &
Conservation ( WTC)

Recyclable
(A )

Recycled ( RC )

Nontoxic ( NT)

Reusable ( RU)

Embodied Energy
Reduction ( EEA)

Renewable Energy
Source ( AES)

Others ( 0 )

Natural
Materials ( NM)

l onger Lite
(lL)

Figure 5.3 Sustainable Archltecture(Baker, Nick.

Energy and Environment in Architecture. 2000)

The methods of design that I will use to design this project will consist of many different
ideas. I will use precedents of this and other facility types in order to make decisions on what
is appropriate and what works and what does not. I will use circulation patterns and function
as a method to design my building which can already be seen in their preliminary stages in
Chapter III.3. I will also rely on contextual and site relationships to relate the building to its
surroundings and give it a sense of belonging. The building will also be designed with regard
to its specific material pallette which will cause the form to be confined within the known
limits of the material. Last but certainly not least the building will be designed aCCording to
the wants and needs of the clients and members of the HillCrest Country Club.
By incorporating these elements into numerous methods of brainstorming, sketching,
interviewing, modeling, working, reworking, and organizing, the design solution will begin to
emerge. The end solution will be at the very least the very best compromise of an endless
array of information, desires, needs, and dreams.

Figure6. 1

Preliminary design for the Hillcrest Country Club facility was approached
from many different angles. This seemed the best idea in order to cover all the
areas presented by the research problem.
Preliminary design was begun by exploring the site and examining how
the site was used. This was done by researching topography, site features,
movement across the site and views and orientation. An example of this study
can be seen in figure 6.1. Next, in the preliminary design process was to begin
schematically organizing spaces. The spaces were organized by site location,
view, circulation, activities, and many other design factors. Some examples of
the schematic layouts can be seen in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4.
Design studies in this stage were incorporated into the design process.
For example, the figures located on this page not only explore spatial
arrangement, but also how these spaces relate to the existing context. This
context includes site entrance, views, existing contingencies, and topography.
Figure 6.3

Figure 6.2

o
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Figure 6.4

form . Graphic. stud'e were used to examine dilTerent geometries
These studies looked at infon11ation
such as entry, slopes, site axis points, and existing vegetalion.
Examples or th :'e graphicnl studies can be seen on this page in
figUl:es 6.5-6.8.
I

The design methods used for preliminary studies included all
of the following ideas. The method transgressed fro111 researching
many case studies to urban, and historic context studies. It also
Figure 6.6
encompassed spatial relationship studies, site layout, and
sustainabi1ih issues.

Figure 6.7

Figure 6.8

Figure 7.1 Daylight Study

I. Summary of Design Development
The design development phase took on many different aspects of consideration.
Some of these factors included day-lighting, building form , orientation, architectural
styles, and many others. The design process during this phase was one of trial and
error, as with most design problems. The process went from a design to a redesign
and back again. Accomplishments were made with every drawing that was done.
Sometimes you could design toward a certain solution for several days just to find
dead end. This would send you back to where you started, but it was still beneficial
because you explored it and now know that it did not work.
Some examples of these studies can be seen on this page in figures 7.1 and 7.2.

Figure 7.2 Building Form Studies
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II. Design Studies
Many design studies were done for this project during the I
design development phase. These studies consisted of many facad~
studies, fenestration studies, spatial studies, sustainability studies, I~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
etc. ..
One of the most important studies for this project was done on
OCT
'It:
Ci' ..
a program called Energy-l O. This program allows the user to help
design an energy conscious building. The program takes climatic I--------~;.;;L.;.;.=:...;;.:.:.;t..=.::.~;:.,:......------data from the area of the building and lets the user plug in the
building specifications, such as wall construction, number of
.
windows, building orientation, the kind of HVAC system, and many
others. The program then completes and energy run of the building =::::::::~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IJ!~~~=~
that can tell you how much energy your building will use. The I
program then tells you what materials and combination of other I
'.4_
Monthly Average Dally Energy Use
strategies will provide the most energy efficient building. The
Figure 7.3 Energy-IO Sum of Zones Energy Loads Graph
program can then rank the energy efficient strategies from the
greatest to the least savings as well as do load graphs and
I'
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III. Design Methods
The methods used for designing this project was by
researching sustainable architecture and its theory, implementing
that into a functional layout, and giving it an aesthetic country
club appeal. Ideas were sketched and creativity ran wild until
noticing the combination of form and function that solved all the
problems, or the most problems. The next set of steps just
followed this up. It was a method of work and rework and
rework and rework, each becoming a bit more detailed and har
lined than the next until finally you had to stop and say this is
building, (now how can I sell it?).

_Fig!ife 9.6 North FacadeBtudy' \.
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sustainable design ,.,,,<>~,i-h~....
These materials entwined
aesthetic yet functional.
dressed guests of the
entrance, located on the
on the southeast corner
The most critIc
follo
traditional
Chaptet1I page 24. The U~\;l"lU'll
from~ conservative
The problem to be
create an architectural SVIlth(:sis
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II. Research Problem Demonstration
The investigation of the research
problem dealt mainly with the merging of
sustainable design and building function.
The first step was to research how the
building needed to work in order to be
financially stable and profitable. Once this
important aspect of the design was
determined, movement studies of the
clients, members, and member groups
were resolved in order to maximize
circulation within the building. After the
building function was beginning to take
shape the implementation of energy
efficient strategies was implemented in to
the design. By working with theses two
concepts early in the design, a building
emerged not only consisting of a
functional building made sustainable or a
sustainable building made functional , but a
true merging of the two. This was the
problem needing to be solved in this
design.
The final design shows how these
two objectives came together. The site
plan shows the functionality of the main
central entrance and the orientation of the
building to the north. The compact shape
of the building conserves energy by
providing less surface area to be heated.
The use of deciduous trees for shading on
the west and south of the building provide
shade in the summer while letting the sun
shine through in the winter.
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Figure 8.3 Ground Plan

Figure 8.6 Below Grade Plan
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Figure 8.8 Structural Plan
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Figure 8.11 North Elevation

Figure 8.12 South Elevation

Figure 8.13 Section through Lobby

Figure 8.14 East Elevation
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Figure 8 15 West Elevation

Figure 8.16 West-East Section
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Figure 8.20 Lohhy Perspective
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Figure 8.22 Front Facade

Figure 8.24

View coming up the 18th Green

Figure 8.23

Entrance

